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June 10th – June 16th, 2017    Week 23 

Overall Summary 
33.29% Demand (Loads)  

3.03 Supply (Trucks)  

29.37% Market Pressure  

2.26% Rates  

Weekly Market Demand Index (MDI) 
Up 8.4 points from the previous week.  

 
Last Four Weeks 

 

What is the Market Demand Index? 
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The Market Demand Index (MDI) is a measure of relative truck demand in the spot market. It compares load 
availability to truck availability. Over the last four weeks MDI has on average increased 3.1 points. The latest 
week shows MDI is up 8.4 from the previous week to 37.2. At this point last year MDI was 17.4.  
Load Searching vs. Load Availability 

 Load Availability increased 33.3% from the 
previous week. Growth in Load Availability in the most recent week was more than growth in Load 
Searching. Load Searching increased 18.6% from the previous week. 

Truck Searching vs. Truck Availability 

 Truck Availability increased 3.0% from the 
previous week. Growth in Truck Availability in the most recent week was less than growth in Truck 
Searching. Truck Searching increased 62.3% from the previous week. 
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Rates 2017 YTD and 2016 

 
 
Last Four Weeks 

 Rates increased 2.3% from the previous 
week. This graph represents broker rates (including fuel) posted on the Truckstop.com load board. The latest 
week shows rates were increased 2.3% from the previous week to $2.20. Over the last four weeks rates 
have averaged an increase of 1.5%.  Rates are 10.9% higher versus this time last year.  

 

The Economics of 33' Trailers 
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Noel Perry recently completed a piece of work that looked at the economic conditions around the proposed change to 33′ double 
trailer combinations. Below is a brief summary with a link to the full report that is available for free. 

The economics revealed in the work sum to three insights: First, the productivity gains from allowing 33’ trailers will reduce the 
amount of work required in the trucking industry – resulting in fewer trucks on the highways, less damage to the pavement and 
reduced emissions. This also leads to a definite cost savings – as much as 10% in the markets served. Second, 33’ trailers will 
remain a niche play largely limited to the existing territory of 28’ combinations – the LTL and parcel carriers. Finally, where 
such adaptation burdens exist, they remain well within the normal financial boundaries for investment in new technology. This 
proposed change requires only a small fraction of the investment that the move to 53’ trailers required. The industry made that 
transition smoothly. 

Since the cube advantage of 53’ trailers over the current 28′ doubles is relatively small, just 4%, the main reason for carriers 
preference for doubles is to avoid the re-sorting frequently required to consolidate multi-customer shipments (that LTL and 
parcel moves demand) as the freight moves across a hub and spoke terminal network. However, the capacity advantages of 33’ 
combinations (a 24.5% gain versus 53′ trailers) will encourage their use in a few highly-specialized, low-density freight 
business segments. Yet, the drawbacks of increased handling and the need for additional loading space is likely to prevent their 
use in the overwhelming majority of truckload freight. It would impact less than 2% of the current full truckload market. This is 
a niche play only. 

As policy makers consider this change they would do well to contrast it with other difficult, complex, and expensive changes 
before them. A change to 33’ combinations: 
• is simple, because it involves no new technology and is easy to enforce, requiring no changes to the current process. 
• is of limited scope, because the economic case for doubles limits the application to a very small part of the market. Few 
existing players will be affected, and the public would have to look hard to see the change. 
• requires no public investment, because it necessitates no incremental capital or maintenance to the highway infrastructure nor 
in the enforcement apparatus. If anything, it may reduce the need for public investment. 
• is subject to small, easy-to-understand tradeoffs, because any costs are small, the incremental benefits to adopters are large, 
and the arithmetic is easy to understand. 

You can get your free copy of the full report at http://americansformoderntransportation.org/project/fact-sheet-sizing-up-twin-
33-trailers-2/ 
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